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MMS Involved in Airplane’s Return to Service

T

he Cessna model U206 has been a workhorse in missionary aviation for many years. The plane has met
ministry transportation needs utilizing relatively short unpaved airstrips throughout the world. Although
it’s a rare occurrence, from time-to-time unseen air currents or other factors contribute to incidents and
accidents.  
 	
An aviation ministry served by MMS Aviation had an accident in early 2014 on a remote mountain
airstrip. There were no injuries; however, the plane was determined to be a total loss. The mission obtained
the plane from the insurance company and used the wings and other airworthy parts on another plane they
were preparing for service.  
 	
The fuselage, which had sustained most of the damage, was sent to MMS for repair. (A glimpse of
MMS’ part in the plane’s repair is on the next page.) Over time, the accident-damaged Cessna was returned to
service by the mission’s maintenance personnel. In February of this year, the first ministry flight of the plane
was made, which was a great joy to all of us at MMS Aviation.  

The damaged
Cessna U206 in
early 2014

Getting the plane to the nearest road wasn’t easy,
but here it is, ready to be taken home.

Recovery

in a remo

te place is

a challen

ge.

In February 2022, the repaired and refurbished
Cessna 206 made its first ministry flight.

The Campbells begin their ministry at MMS.
Bob began service as Facility Maintenance Manager of
MMS Aviation in January. He and Kym are eastern Ohio
residents with 2 of their 6 children still at home. Bob’s
career as a building contractor and property manager
equips him to make sure that the MMS facility stays
in tip-top condition. This assures that aircraft
maintenance and mechanic training continue
safely and effectively.
Bob’s arrival let previous Facility Maintenance
Manager Dave Shelly remove one of the “hats” he
was wearing and focus on his MMS Safety Officer
and IT Director responsibilities.
Bob, Jeremiah, Abigail, and Kym Campbell

Airplane’s Return to Service—More of the Story
Most Cessna 206 airplanes used in missions have several approved aftermarket modifications making them
more useful. This is true of the plane on page 1, which made it valuable to keep and restore. Its value, along
with MMS Aviation’s labor-free service for ministry aircraft, brought the airplane’s fuselage to Coshocton, OH,
for repair.
Most of the damage was to structure supporting the engine and the left landing gear. In the accident, the left
landing gear was pushed up about 1.5 inches, which bent the strongest part of the fuselage. A fixture built
at MMS by staff member Dennis Satterthwaite, now retired, was key in making the repair. The fixture put
landing gear fittings, wing and strut attach points, and empennage attachments in their proper places.
The vast majority of aircraft that MMS repairs can fly away, but this one left the same way it arrived—on
a trailer. MMS completed its work on the fuselage in 2017. Along with keeping the other airplanes in their
fleet maintained, the owning organization’s mechanics did an
excellent job finishing the plane and returning it to service.

Apprentice Brad Hoblit works on the left landing gear fittings.
The blue members make the fixture specific to the Cessna 206.

Putting the fuselage into the fixture

A few more tie-down straps and it is ready for the trip home.

HANGAR HIGHLIGHTS

A bit of what’s happened recently
Cessna 206 for Ministry in Canada

Repair, avionics installation, assembly, and rigging are completed.
Project Supervisor Jenny Haver is assisted by Chuck Egbert as
operational checks of all the plane’s systems are done. Almost all
shop personnel have worked on this airplane.

Maule M5 for Haiti Ministry

All fueling/defueling is done outside, even in the winter.

Bryan Martin leads the repair of a Maule M5. In the later stages
of training, apprentices manage maintenance events with an
MMS Supervisor on their crew. Chris Jutte, works under Bryan’s
direction but will inspect and approve the work performed.

Cessna 206 for Ministry in Alaska

A major avionics upgrade is being done by Jim Newman and
apprentice Rebekah Patterson. Updating aircraft radios and
electronic systems has become quite common at MMS.

GA8 Airvan

The first Airvan to be worked on at MMS will support ministry in
Haiti. Jay Shearer supervises this project that receives a thorough
inspection, necessary repair, and importation into U.S. registry.
Josh Snader works with Jay.

Bryan collects data online for repair of the Maule.

Engine Shop

Josh Adelsberger continues to complete engine overhauls. He
currently is assisted by Austin Cleator.

Cessna 182 for Ministry in the Philippines

Dale Coates has begun repair of a Cessna 182. Kyle Wagner is
working with Dale.

Mercy Air Helicopter

A workstation beside the plane saves many steps and time.

Mike Dunkley continues with avionics upgrades.

Facility Maintenance

Bob Campbell is a welcome addition to the staff. His servant’s
heart and his plant maintenance skill are assets to MMS Aviation.

Bob Campbell installs an updated LED light in Hangar B.

Josh Snader
cleans in
preparation for
inspection.
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W

hile I was in college I worked in a shop, building replacement
wood windows. The once-prominent sash and door works had
declined due to technology which efficiently produced window units
made from vinyl or aluminum. The business had at one time employed
several dozen people. By the mid 1990’s, I was the only employee
working in the shop. I loved the job! I would unload the rough lumber,
mill the stiles and rails, assemble and glaze the sash, build the unit,
and sometimes deliver and install it! It was satisfying to be part of the
process from start to finish.
For those who make Kingdom investments in people, it is rare to see the entire journey. Most of the time, we
play a very small role in the lives of those to whom we minister. This is true of our apprentices at MMS, who only
spend 30 months working with us, developing skills to maintain airplanes for mission aviation organizations around
the world. It’s also true of our aircraft projects. We spend a few months repairing, maintaining, and modifying
airplanes that will depart our hangars for destinations across the globe. We send these mechanics and airplanes
away, trusting that the recipients will find them capable tools for taking the good news about Jesus to people who
have never heard about Him.
It’s kind of like working on an assembly line where each worker adds a bit of value to the completed product.
Or to use a biblical example, it is planting a seed, trusting someone else to water it and knowing that God will grow
the seed to maturity and fruitfulness. What a joy to see how God is completing His work! When we received the
stories and photos of the Cessna 206, we knew we had to share them with you. And we know that the story is still
not finished! We will live on the other side of time when we meet those whose lives were eternally altered by the
gospel of Jesus Christ, delivered on the wings of a Cessna 206 flying in the remote mountains of Mexico. The airplane
that had been declared a total loss is restored to useful service. The Lord wastes nothing and employs imperfect
servants like us to share in His business of restoration.
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